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When I read The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Lion,_the_Witch_and_the_Wardrobe) as a

kid, the detail that stuck with me was how in Narnia, even dress clothes were

comfortable. It was the most wondrous and far fetched part of the entire

story. I was born in the 70s, so first there was unyielding heavy polyester and

“husky” jeans that still didn’t fit right. Then came the school uniform that was
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never even meant to fit properly. Then came job

interview suits and office appropriate work clothes

that I couldn’t wait to change out of at the end of

the day. And all throughout, I blamed myself for not

fitting into the clothes.

But finally, as I matured, I came to a massive

realization: It wasn’t my body’s fault that my clothes

were uncomfortable and didn’t fit. It was the

clothes.

Since off-the-rack clothes aren’t made to our

measurements (http://abbeypost.com/blog/history-of-fit/), it takes a lot of

looking to find something that fits you properly. Besides, pantyhose were

mandatory back when I entered the corporate world, so even if I found

comfortable work clothes, the pantyhose would make me uncomfortable

anyway. So I settled for clothes I didn’t love. Or even really like.

I’m much pickier when I shop for work clothes these days, and I’m much

more comfortable. How did I manage that?

 

The Perfect Fit
The main thing that makes work clothes uncomfortable is poor fit: shirts that

are too tight in some places and too big in others; skirts that pull across the

hips; pants and sleeves that are always too long or too short. No wonder

we’re uncomfortable – our clothes are either restricting our movement or

getting in our way. Demanding a perfect fit when we shop goes a long way

towards getting us comfortable work clothes.

There are so many niche clothing options (plus size, petite, tall), that we all

have a much better chance of finding work clothes that fit us well. And with

AbbeyPost Made to Measure (http://abbeypost.com/shop), we can get work
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clothes that fit us perfectly because they’re made to fit our specific

measurements, not a fit model. Wow, right?

 

Don’t Forget Your Body Shape
If you want perfect fit, you also need to pay attention to dressing for your

body shape.

(http://abbeypost.com/shop)

If you’re oval shaped (http://abbeypost.com/blog/best-dresses-oval-shaped-

body/), you may never be comfortable in separates because the waistband

hits you at your largest spot. It’s not just unflattering, it also uncomfortable.

The AbbeyPost Cassandra dress

(http://abbeypost.com/shop/dresses/cassandra.html) is a great choice for the

oval shape; the gentle empire waist accentuates your smaller upper body,

while giving you flowy coverage across your midsection. Bonus: it comes in

6 colors!

At AbbeyPost, we give you guidance on how to find and dress for your unique shape.
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(http://abbeypost.com/shop/dresses/cassandra.html)

If you’re triangle shaped (http://abbeypost.com/blog/abbeypost-guide-

buying-clothes-when-you-have-a-triangle-shaped-body/), your clothes need

to fit your hips and thighs as well as your waist.Unless you’re shopping made

to measure (http://abbeypost.com/shop), your best option is to go as big as

you need to fit your hips and have the waist taken in. But who has the time

and energy for alterations?

The AbbeyPost Cassandra dress, custom made for your

measurements. Only $148! Available in 6 colors.
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(http://abbeypost.com/shop/dresses/abbey.html)

If you’re an inverted triangle (http://abbeypost.com/blog/best-clothes-for-

inverted-triangle/), don’t settle for tops, dresses and jackets that are too tight

across your shoulders or bust. Pick something else that will fit you properly

and be comfortable. You also want to make sure you are not accentuating

the breadth of your shoulders. A classic wrap dress is often just the ticket for

inverted triangle shapes, and they can be easily dressed up or down for

work or play!

The AbbeyPost Abbey dress, $116, is

perfect for the triangle shaped body!
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(http://abbeypost.com/shop/dresses/holly.html)

Fabric
As a child of the 70s, I’m way too familiar with stiff polyester clothes that

don’t breathe. Polyester technology has improved, but it’s still not as

comfortable as other fabrics. If you want to be comfortable in work clothes,

stay away from stiff synthetic fabrics – they don’t drape nicely and you’ll

overheat by lunchtime.

The Holly wrap dress is perfectly accentuated with a blazer, pumps and statement accessories. Made to

Measure, in 14 colors. Only $116.
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Instead, go for fabrics that move (including some well-made synthetics) and

drape. You’ll look better and feel more comfortable.

We talked to AbbeyPost CEO Cynthia Schames, and here’s what she said

about the fabrics in the current collection of AbbeyPost:

We currently focus on knit fabrics for a variety of reasons: as a new brand,

we’re constantly experimenting with new shapes, styles and colors, so

knit fabrics that are readily available help us offer Custom Made clothing

at department store prices. We also have paid special attention to the

quality of our fabrics, so even though both our Ponte di Roma and Matte

Jersey are poly blends, they’re sure to wash and wear beautifully.  Lastly,

we found from talking to customers that these two fabrics were consistent

with their lifestyles–they wanted easy care, lighter weight fabrics that

could go from day to night without missing a beat.

Ditch the Pantyhose
In my opinion, there’s really nothing to like about pantyhose. They make you

hot in summer, but don’t keep you warm in winter. They run so easily that the

cost per wear (http://abbeypost.com/blog/cheap-plus-size-clothes-arent-

worth-cost/) is astronomical. And they never fit properly. Ever. The sizing on

pantyhose is nonsensical – not entirely surprising considering they were

invented at a textile mill (http://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/50-

years-of-pantyhose-33062523/?no-ist), not a fashion design house.

Lucky for us, they seem to be going out of style

(http://www.cosmopolitan.com/style-beauty/fashion/advice/a5660/fashion-q-

and-a-pantyhose/). Maybe we’ll get extra lucky and they’ll go the way of the

corset. In warm weather, go bare legged and use an anti-chafing
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(http://abbeypost.com/blog/chub-rub/) product. In cold weather, wear tights

with spandex. The spandex makes them stretchier so they’re comfortable

even with the crazy sizing system, and durable enough to last all season.

Demand Comfort From Your Work
Clothes
Work is a fact of life. Uncomfortable work clothes don’t have to be. You can

look professional without sacrificing comfort. Good fabrics and perfect fit not

only make your clothes comfortable – they make them stylish and flattering.

Winter on the left, summer on the right. Yes, it’s OK to skip the

pantyhose!
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If you’re ready to try the ultimate in
well-made, better-fitting clothing that
really works for YOUR professional
life, check out AbbeyPost
(http://abbeypost.com/shop)today!

Fuzzy slippers optional, of course!
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